
 

 

Report (Factory Visit): Natural Sugar & Allied Industries Ltd., Ranjani 
Dated: 28th May 2022 

Govindlal Kanhaiyalal Joshi (Night) Commerce College, Latur organized an industrial visit to 

NATURAL SUGAR AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES LTD., RANJANI for its B.com Final Year students. 

The company is located at Ranjani, Tq. - Kalamb, Dist. - Osmanabad. Mr. B. B. Thombare is the Chairman 

& Managing Director of this company. 18 students along with two faculty members visited the factory. The 

Chief Supervisor of the plant Mr. Patil guided the students and Explained the Manufacturing Process. 

The students first visited the sugarcane unloading and weigh bridge area also The Cutting and Roller Milling 

Unit. After that, The Students observed the Boiling and Sugar Processing Units. Later The Students 

Visited The Sugar Warehouse where the Storage Manager Explained about Inventory Management. 

The Students Learned about the Production and Operation Management, Inventory 

Management, Procurement of Raw Material and Waste Management. The students were thrilled to 

observe the theoretical concepts that formed a part of their Marketing management, operations research, 

Total quality management and other functional subjects and Seeked Firsthand practical knowledge of a 

working business organisation in the manufacturing sector. The company officials informed the students 

regarding the technical processes involved in the manufacturing of their products like Cutting, Grinding, 

Mixing and Packaging. 

• Students also visited their Dairy Unit. During the Visit, students were given a brief introduction about 

the company by Mr. Pradeep who explained the production of milk products as per following details: 

1. The Procurement, Standardization and distribution of milk to various outlets. 

2. The process which is generally undertaken before the milk is packed into poly bags and how loose 

milk is better than milk in poly bags. Once the milk is received in the plant it goes through various 

laboratory tests to check for adulteration. Once the milk is found to be good, processing is accepted 

by the plant else rejected. 

3. He gave information about their products like, Natural curd, Natural Shrikhand, Amrakhand, Ghee 

and Paneer and Ice-cream 

• He also explained the students regarding the company’s Operation and Marketing process. According to 

him the USP of the “Natural Milk” is its quality, purity and the freshness that the customers do get. 

Within 24hrs the milk reaches to the customers after completion of all the process. Students have 

understood the entire process starting from collection of milk to its distribution through this visit. 

• Later Dr. Sujata N. Chavan [I/C Principal] proposed Vote of Thanks for the visit. 
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